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SUBJECT STATISTICAL INFERENCE - II 
: III BS.c., (Statistics) CLASS 

UNIT:I 

Name of the Professor: G.K. BALACHANDRAN 
Testing of hypothesis 

Parameter & Statistic: Statistical measure computed from the population are called 
parameter. Calculation from the sample observations are called Statistic. 
Example: Population mean u, population variance o- Parameter. 

Sample mean x, Sample variance s - Statistic. 

Statistical Hypothesis: 
information such decisions are called statistical decisions, for eg, we may wish to decide on 
the basis of sample data whether a new drug is really effective in curing a disease, whether 
one educational procedure is better than another or whether a given coin is biased. 

Making decisions about the population on the basis of Sample 

In attempting to reach decisions it is useful to make assumptions about the 

populations involved such observations Which he may or may not be true are called statistical 
hypothesis. They are generally statistics about the probability distribution of the population. 

Explain the simple and composite hypothesis: If the statistical hypothesis Specifies the 

population completely then it is termed as simple statistical hypothesis otherwise it is called as 
composite Statistical hypothesis. 

Fg. : In a bivariate normal distribution, With two means , two variables and one correlation 

coefficient if a hypothesis determines , only one, two , three or four parameters it is called 
composite hypothesis, but if it determines all the five parameters in Addison to the normality of the distribution It is called simple hypothesis . 

Define Test of Hypothesis: A test of hypothesis procedure which specifies a set of rules for 
decision whether to accept or reject the hypothesis under the consideration. 
That is the testing of hypothesis is a procedure that help us to as certain the likelihood of 
hypothesized population parameter being correct by making use of the sample statistic. 
Statistical test of hypothesis play an important role in the biological, the agricultural, the 
medical science & also in the industry. 
The two types of hypothesis in a statistical test are: 

Null Hypothesis: A statistical hypothesis which is set up and whose validity is tested for 
possible rejection the basis of sample observations is called null hypothesis . that is any 
statement or any assumption about the distribution on no difference basis. It is denoted as Ho. 

Alternative Hypothesis: Any hypothesis which is complementary to the null hypothesis is 
called alternative hypothesis. It is denoted by Hi. 

Example: We want to test the null hypothesis for an average plant height in a plot of a plants 
is say170 cms. Now these two hypotheses can be written as 

Ho:= 170, Hi : p# 170 -(u >170 ) or (u < 170 ) 

One Tailed & Two Tailed Tests: When the rejection region consist of two regions each 
associated with probability a, we call it a two tailed test. on the other hand, when the rejection 
region consis of only one region( either on the right or left associated with probability a, we 
call it as one tailed test . 
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Example: Suppose we want to test the mean weight of a variety of wheat is 30 bushels per 
hectare. 
One tailed Test: Ho: the mean weight of a variety of wheat is 30 bushels per hectare, that is 

H 30. 

H1:The mean weight can be more than 30 bushels per hectare, that is 
H 30. (Right Tailed Test) 

Hi: The mean weight can be less than 30 bushels per hectare, that is 

H< 30. (Left Tailed Test) 
Two Tailed Test: Ho: the mean weight of a variety of wheat is 30 bushels per hectare, that 

is = 30. 

Hi: The mean weight is not 30 bushels per hectare, that is 
H#30. (Two Tailed Test, that is either u> 30 Or u <30.) 

Define type-I and type- II Errors: When a hypothesis Ho is tested against an alternative 
hypothesis Hi there arise one of the two types of errors. 
When a null hypothesis is rejected when it is true, it is known as type- Ierror. 
If the null hypothesis is accepted when it is false, it is type- II error. 

Type-I Error = Reject Ho ,when Ho is true 

Type-II Error = Accept Ho, when Ho is false. 
P( Type- I Error ) = a 

P(Type- II Error) =B, 
Symbolically, P (Xe W/ Ho) = a, Where X=(X1, x2, ... Kn ) 

This implies Lgdx = a, where Lo is the likelihood function of the sample observations 

under Ho & dx represents the n fold integral f... Sdz. Sdx2, ... Sdxn 

Against, P(Xe W/H)-B This implies Ldx = B, where L is the likelihood function 
of the sample observations under H. 

y Lydr+ J Lydx =1 
Sy Lydx = 1 -Sg Lydx 
Lydx = 1-B 

Definition of Level of Significance: a, the probability of type- I error is known as the LOS 
of the test, it is also called the size of the critical region. 

Explain the Power of the test: 1- ßis called the power of the test and it gives the probability 
of making getting a correct decision. 

If W is the critical region & W is the acceptance region, then the power of the test is derived 
as. 

B=P(Xe W/Hi) 
1-B =1-. P(Xe W/Hi) 

P(Xe W/Hi) 
=P (Rejecting Hol Hi is true) 

P(Rejecting Ho Ho is false) 

=P( Correct Decision) 
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Let Xi, X2, ...Xn be the sample observations denoted by 0, Explain the Critical Region: 
All the values of O will be aggregate of a sample and they constitute a space called sample 
space and is denoted by S. 

The basis of the testing of hypothesis the division of the sample space into two exclusive 

regions W &S-W or W, the mull hypothesis Ho is rejected by the observations sample points 
fall in the W & if false in W we reject Hi, accept Ho, the egion of rejecting Ho when Ho is true 
is that region of the outcome set. When Ho is rejected if the sample points falls in that region 

and is called as the region of reject or Critical Region. 

Acceptance Region 
CW 

Critical Redion (W) 

Explain Most Powerful Test: Let us consider the problem of testing a simple hypothesis 

Ho e =0o Vs a simple alternative hypothesis Hi:o = o1. 

Definition of Most Powerful Test: The critical region W is the Most Powerful critical 
Region of size a for testing Ho: e = ooVs Hi: 0 =01. If 

If i)P (X cW/ Ho) = y Lgdx 

ii) P CX e W/H1)2P (X<W; /H1) for every other Critical Region W1 satisfying i) 

Explain Uniformly most Powerful Test: Consider the testing of null hypothesis against the 
alternative hypothesis, Ho: 9 = eoVs H: o # 00 
In such a case, for predetermined a, the best test for Ho is called UMP test of the level a. 

Definition of Uniformly most Powerful Test (UMPT): The critical region W is called 
UMPT Critical Region of Size a testing Ho: 0= eoVs Hi: e # 00. 

If i)P(XcW/ Ho) = w Lodx 

ii) P (Xe W/Hi)2 P(XcWi/Hi) for every e #00. What ever the region Wi satisfies 
1) may be. 
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